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We would like to acknowledge that our weather wanderings take place on and with Ngunnawal Country, in what is also now known as Canberra, in the Australian Capital Territory. We draw inspiration from Affrica Taylor’s (2013) scholarship, which proposes a common worlds framing (borrowing from Bruno Latour, 2004) that recognises childhood as messy and implicated, situated and differentiated, and entangled within diverse publics. Building on the critical walking scholarship of Stephanie Springgay and Sarah E. Truman (2018), our weather wanderings are part of a broader political project that involves walking with place and other species as a strategy to respond to the social and ecological times that children are a part of, not separate from (Blaise, 2017; Blaise and Hamm, 2019; Blaise and Rooney, 2019; Rooney, 2018, 2019; Taylor and Rooney, 2016). In particular, our work interferes with the dominant discourse of developmentally appropriate practices that regulate children’s bodies and their environments. More specifically, our weather work ruptures and intervenes into the stronghold that child development has on the field of early childhood education.

We propose weather wanderings as a critical and postdevelopmental intervention (Blaise, 2010) into a developmentally appropriate or child-centred approach to walking. A developmentally appropriate approach emphasises an autonomous, white, able-bodied, middle-class, and developing boy child that discovers and explores the natural world as an external thing to ‘know’ and control. A developmental approach is concerned with discovery and conquest; legacies of settler colonialism. All too often, in early childhood education, when (and if) children and teachers leave the preschool to go on walks, these quickly turn into destination- and education-focused events that are full of regulation and control (Springgay & Truman, 2019). During these kinds of walks, teachers attend to children’s behaviour, safety, and physical capacity, all understood as developing along a linear trajectory of progress towards being able to navigate the world as a capable and competent adult. Planning for a child-centred weather walk usually begins with a large group discussion about the weather as external to a child’s body and external to the learning space. Weather is always outside. Children might be asked to recall what the weather felt like on their way to preschool or to look outside the window to determine if it is ‘sunny’ or ‘rainy’. Often, if these weather conditions are considered to cause discomfort (it’s too windy, it’s too cold, it’s too hot, etc.) then a decision is made to stay inside.

In contrast, we re-think both walking as practice and weather as context to propose weather wanderings as a more-than-human pedagogical practice. In doing so, children are viewed as always on the move with-weather, and where the discomforts of weather are seen as generative and always entangled, rather than something to avoid. We resist thinking of the weather as simply an external force that acts upon human bodies, because this fails to acknowledge children’s entanglements with the weather world (Ingold, 2015) and denies the implication of certain human actions, such as in the devastating effects of Anthropogenic climate change. Rather, we are reminded by Astrida Neimanis and Rachel Walker’s (2014) early weather scholarship that we are all ‘weather bodies.’ We take from this the idea that not only are children weather bodies, but mice, rabbits, anthills, puddles, grass, trees, rocks, chainsaws, sawdust and dirt are also weather bodies. Our photographs reveal the inseparability of weather bodies that are each weathered differently and yet at the same time are weathering together complex entangled world(s).

We think of our walks as wanderings; this means that bodies flow and meander with weather and generate new wanderings. Weather wanderings expand on Tonya Rooney’s (2018; 2019) weather worlding inquiries with children. Weather wanderings interfere with the developmental child because they shift our thinking beyond focusing exclusively on the
human child body, and what they are learning or sensing, to witness the intermingling of weather with place, animals and plants across time and space. Attuning to weather elements (precipitation, humidity, temperature, pressure, cloudiness, and wind) is part of weather wanderings but not with the goal of encouraging scientific thinking and problem-solving about weather. Instead, interest is paid to the various ways weather elements mingle with an array of human and more-than-human bodies as part of all learning. While wandering, attention is paid to the shaping and shifting of landforms and habitats that belong to millions of species and times other than our own. Weather wanderings are an invitation to wonder-with weather; atmospheres and elements move through children’s bodies while they move with more-than-human others in worlds that are being shaped by care and carelessness.

We wander: not to watch children progress to the next developmental milestone, nor to see them navigate a weather world where they are at the centre, but, rather, to wonder with unfolding, lively and, sometimes, unruly weathering-with relations. Our weather wanderings are a type of ‘slowing down’ that Isabelle Stengers (2018) advocates. It renders us attentive (Stengers, 2015), and opens new pathways and possibilities for coming to know the world.

The following photos show how weather wanderings are generative of worldly wonderings. These show a pedagogical practice that activates attunements to the interconnections within the worlds we wander through.

**Weather Wanderings**

Wrapped up in woollen beanies we run along, our skin breathing in the cold winter air and feet crunching over a dry grassy hillside. Clouds hover. Smooth, damp sticks invite our grasp and help us to notice.
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**Wandering-with Weathered Bones**

Tiny bones weathering see us winding through unexpected pathways and walking-with multiple histories. Weathered bones stop us, forcing us to pause, bend down, and take notice. “Where did they come from?” “What did they come from?” Temporalities stretch long behind and far ahead. A weather confluence of bones, breath and bending bodies.
Wonderings on Histories Weathered with Human-Machine Encounters

Circles on the freshly cut surface of a tree reveal years of weathered histories: rainfall, sunshine, drought, living and dying. Powdery sawdust and crisp eucalyptus scent bring children closer. Children wonder who felled the tree and why. Critters are crawling and marks in the trunk are a reminder that insects too are weathering with trees. Bark wanders with children. It is carried and placed to protect other trees from the chainsaws. Bark is a wandering companion. Times, places, imaginings and weathers weave together.

Wonderings with Weather

These and many other weather encounters feature in our wanderings. Children also look up and wonder at the lines in the clouds: ‘wind, monster claws or airplane?’ they muse. They imagine weather clouds swirling inside their bodies. They wonder at the fate of a dead rabbit we stumble across, partly decayed and weathered on the ground. “Did she die of cold, or just get sick and old?” “Or did a fox get her?” As we wander with weather, curious weather worlds are opened and we come to know this place and others differently.
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